Backend ve Frontend Developer Aranmaktadır

Backend Developer
TTG International is rapidly expanding its team of software engineers and is always
interested in creative, self-motivated and passionate candidates.
Successful applicants will be part of a highly motivated and skilled team striving to
develop next generation high-tech OSS tools for leading companies.
Please send your CVs tocareer@ttgint.com
Key Responsibilities
- Develop scalable, high-volume, and reliable user-centric applications that operate 24x7
- Make technical design decisions independently
- Work with product managers and business stakeholders to analyze requirements,
develop ideas, and design solutions.
- Guide team members by giving clear direction, feedbacks and timely suggestions to
ensure a high-quality standard of deliverables according to standards and best
practices.
- Initiate tech meetings and other internal trainings to foster engineering team
- Willingness to take ownership of problems
- Research and propose new technologies
Qualifications & Experience:
- BS or MS degree in Computer/Software/Electronics/Mathematics Engineering or
related fields.
- 2+ years experience in one or more programming languages: Java, Python, Golang
- 2+ years experience in one or more databases: Oracle, PostgreSQL, Redis, MongoDB
- SQL
- Experience with Spring Boot is a plus
- Knowledge of standard Web API's (JSON, REST, etc.)
- Test Driven Development
- Experience in Git & Git Workflows (GitFlow, Trunk Based Development vb)
- Experience in DevOps Practices (CI/CD, Unit / Integration / E2E Test Automation)
- Familiarity with containerization technologies (e.g. Docker)
- No military obligations or min +3 years without obligation for male candidates

Frontend Developer
Key Responsibilities
- Develop scalable, high-volume, and reliable user-centric applications that operate 24x7
- Make technical design decisions independently
- Work with product managers and business stakeholders to analyze requirements,
develop ideas, and design solutions.

- Guide team members by giving clear direction, feedbacks and timely suggestions to
ensure a high-quality standard of deliverables according to standards and best
practices.
- Initiate tech meetings and other internal trainings to foster engineering team
- Willingness to take ownership of problems
- Research and propose new technologies
Qualifications & Experience:
- BS or MS degree in Computer/Software/Electronics/Mathematics Engineering or
related fields
- 2+ years experience in modern JavaScript / TypeScript
- 2+ years experience at least one of the following JavaScript front-end frameworks
(ReactJS, Angular, VueJS)
- Experience in State Management Principles (Redux, Mobx, Saga, Vuex etc.)
- Familiarity with HTML / CSS
- Experience with common front-end development tools such as Babel, Webpack, NPM,
etc.
- Experience in Git & Git Workflows (GitFlow, Trunk Based Development vb)
- Experience in DevOps Practices (CI/CD, Unit / Integration / E2E Test Automation)
- Relational & Non-Relational Databases and ORM technologies is a plus
- REST API Architecture knowledge is a plus
- No military obligations or min +3 years without obligation for male candidates

